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University Hospital HIM Department’s internal strengths that it can control and that will 
help with converting to a remote department: 

• The HIM department’s physical location will consume less space, the remainder of which 
the hospital can put to other uses (Servais, 2009). 

• The HIM department’s physical location will require fewer employees (Servais, 2009). 
• The HIM department’s physical location will need fewer desks, computers, and other 

equipment (Servais, 2009). 
• Utilizing the EHR and other electronic mediums is fast, efficient, and leads to fewer 

mistakes. A remote workforce will push the department to continue to progress and 
streamline in this manner. 

• A virtual department will likely lead to happier and more satisfied employees because 
they may have more flexible schedules and save on commuting times and expenses 
(Servais, 2009). 

• Higher employee satisfaction will likely lead to higher employee retention (Servais, 
2009). 

• Retaining more employees leads to spending less on new employee training (Servais, 
2009). 

 

University Hospital HIM Department’s internal weaknesses over which it has some control 
and that will need addressing before converting to a remote department: 

• Converting to a remote department will require intensive planning, extensive time, and 
multiple phases (Servais, 2009). 

• A remote department will require additional efforts toward effective communication 
between employees as they are distanced from each other and other departments. 
Additional and stricter communication policies and procedures will be needed. 

• The line blurs between employer and employee responsibility regarding tech support, 
hardware updates, software updates, and paying for internet service with a remote 
workforce. The hospital will need to decide how much the employee’s responsibility will 
be and how much the hospital’s responsibility will be (Walls, 2004). 
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University Hospital HIM Department’s external opportunities over which it has little or 
any control and that should help with converting to a remote department: 

• A remote department can allow for more efficient use of staff because specialized 
employees can serve more than one facility within the same organization and share their 
expertise (Servais, 2009). 

• Standardizing HIM processes for a centralized remote workforce providing service to 
multiple facilities leads to more efficiency across all facilities (Servais, 2009). 

• Outsourcing work to a vendor or part-time remote employees can lower labor costs 
because the facility can pay for only the hours needed for actual work volume rather than 
staffed operational business hours (Servais, 2009). 

 

University Hospital HIM Department’s external threats over which it has little or any 
control and could negatively affect converting to a remote department: 

• A remote department will distance employees initially working close in proximity and 
weaken interdepartmental relationships (Servais, 2009). 

• Since employees are not seen daily, they become less visible and can feel alone as an 
outlier. They may lose influence, team spirit, and loyalty to the employer (Servais, 2009). 

• Not all staff will have the personalities to thrive in a remote environment. Remote works 
will need to be independent, self-motivated, disciplined, and focused, and they will need 
to have the ability to create an effective home environment in which to work (Yousfi, 
2020). 

• Remote work will increase security concerns. Safeguards and updated security policies 
will need to be in place for remote workers as devices accessing PHI will be located in 
various locations off-site (AHIMA Privacy and Security Practice Council, 2007). 

• Some issues could exist that might need to be negotiated with union representatives 
(Servais, 2009). 
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HIM Functions Converting to Virtual: 

 The EHR and networking technology allow many HIM staff to have the capability to 
virtually work if they have the internet, computer, and any other necessary networking 
technology and access devices (Kohn, 2009). The HIM department already outsources the 
transcription function to a vendor. The ten coding employees can easily work remotely because 
their duties utilize the EHR and electronic coding lists. The six data quality employees can also 
work remotely because their duties use electronic records and other technology. These sixteen 
total employees can use electronic technology to complete their job duties virtually without using 
physical paper records or meeting the public in person (Kelly, 2020, p. 277-79). 

 The function impacted the most will be the query process. Currently, the two chart 
completion analysts use a work basket to query doctors. This process needs updating so it can be 
completed online and remotely. In phase one, these two chart completion analysts will remain on 
site. Then they will be allowed to fulfill their duties remotely (Knight, 2004). In phase two, the 
HIM department will then have a total of eighteen remote employees (Kelly, 2020, p. 277-79). 

 
HIM Functions Remaining On-site: 

The release of information (ROI), document imaging, and chart management functions of 
the HIM department will need to remain on-site. University Hospital still utilizes some paper 
records. The ROI function staff of five need to access these physical records, make physical 
copies, and assist the public in person. The two document imaging coordinators need to scan 
physical documents to enter into the EHR, and the three chart management clerks manage the 
paper records. These ten total employees must stay on-site because their job duties are more 
hands-on, requiring handling the paper records and dealing with the public in person, which 
cannot be done remotely (Kohn, 2009) (Kelly, 2020, p. 277-79). In phase one, the two chart 
completion analysts will still work on-site, leading to twelve total employees working on-site for 
the first phase (Knight, 2004). 

 

Best Practices for a Virtual HIM Department: 

• Scanning: Only employ document imaging coordinators who are computer literate. 
These employees should work different shifts and scan all seven days of the week and all 
hours of the day and night, so the coders never run out of coding work. Restrict the 
volume of data indexed, and utilize demographic data that is barcoded (Knight, 2004). 

• Chart Completion: Staff should immediately scan everything for the coders. Then they 
should analyze charts for missing documentation and send charts to doctors to complete 
via the work basket. The query process will be entirely electronic for the second phase 
(Knight, 2004). 

• Coding Audits: Provide auditors online access to records, coding notes, and any other 
relevant information to be reviewed remotely (Knight, 2004). 

• Phase II - Pulling, Filing, and Re-filing Charts: Provide other relevant internal users 
with access after records are online, substantially lowering the volume of charts that are 
manually being pulled and filed (Knight, 2004). 
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• Phase II – Chart Completion: Chart completion analysts will access online records. 
They will have a Word query template to complete and submit electronically. These 
analysts can begin working remotely. Doctors will have the ability to respond to queries 
electronically and access and complete charts online (Knight, 2004). 
 

Management: 

 The ROI, document imaging, and chart management employees all report to the HIM 
Manager. Since all these employees will need to remain on-site, the HIM Manager should also 
primarily stay on-site. Any remote employees that also report to the HIM Manager can report by 
e-mail and other technology. 

Despite the coding employees’ ability to work remotely, the coding manager should 
primarily remain in the office to be accessible to other staff and departments regarding coding 
questions (Knight, 2004). 

The HIM Director oversees the overall HIM department, including the employees and 
managers remaining on-site. The director reports to higher management elsewhere in the hospital 
and has interdepartmental responsibilities requiring meetings and other interactions with 
additional staff throughout the hospital. For this reason, the HIM Manager should primarily 
remain in the office. 

Managers have more responsibility than the other HIM staff and will be expected to be 
present in the office the majority of the time. However, they will have the capability to work a 
small percentage of the time remotely, giving them more flexibility since they can supervize 
employees through electronic communications. They can use e-mail, teleconferences, and instant 
messaging (Servais, 2009). 

 

Security and HIPAA Considerations: 

Security will need to be a priority with a remote workforce. The department will no 
longer be consolidated and will be spread out into multiple employees’ homes, and they will 
have computers and perhaps other devices that access PHI. This scenario introduces new risks 
and could increase the likelihood of theft and unauthorized access. These increased risks include 
theft of devices, a higher possibility for identity theft, unmonitored or poor security practices, 
unauthorized access by a family member or friend, the possibility of failing to log out in a remote 
location, downloading ePHI without authorization, hacking, corruption of data, disaster, and no 
antivirus software or failure to maintain it (AHIMA Privacy and Security Practice Council, 
2007). 

HIPAA does not forbid remote access, but we must have safeguards in place with secure 
connections, and we need strict security policies. University Hospital’s goal is to remain 
compliant with HIPAA and keep all patient data safe and secure (AHIMA Privacy and Security 
Practice Council, 2007). 
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